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This paper analyses the synchronous machine modeling by taken into account the machine
parameters usually used in industry and those used in researcher’s domains. Two models
are presented. The first one is developed in the (d,q) natural reference frames and the other
one is referred to the (d,q) stator reference frame. To do this, two methods are proposed to
compute the reduction factor of the field winding without any input from design informa-
tion. It is shown that the reduction factors of the (d,q) damper windings do not influence on
the terminal behavior of the machine. This means that it is possible to know the terminal
behavior of the machine without knowing the real inductances and resistances of the dam-
per windings. The accuracy of these models is validated by experimental tests.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Synchronous machines are used in many fields, as in motor applications or in generator applications. The goals to have a
synchronous machine model can be split into two groups: (1) to achieve further insight in the complex electro-magnetic
behavior of the machine [1,2] and (2) for simulation or control purposes [3].

By using finite element methods (FEMs), it became possible to have a very accurate electro-magnetic description of the
machine, but the two main problems are the computation time in FEM simulations and the large number of parameters of
the electrical machine [4,5]. For this reason, FEM are very useful to achieve insight during the design stage of the machine.

Synchronous machine is also used in power generation [6,7]. In most cases, the synchronous generator is excited by a
diode bridge rectifier connected to the three-phase stator of an excitation machine. The control of the terminal voltage of
the main machine requires the modeling of the main machine, the diode bridge and the excitation machine. In this applica-
tion, a linear model which represents the dynamic behavior of the system permits to synthesize a linear robust controller by
using the advanced theory of control system [6]. The real-time implementation of control applications in a calculator such as
a Microcontroller or FPGA requires non-complex tasks to reduce the computational effort and the execution time [8]. A linear
model is very useful to synthesize a linear controller. This paper presents a linear model for synchronous machine with dam-
per windings.

Recently, the author in [9] has identified the Park model parameters by using an equivalent circuit for the machine. This
circuit includes the stator windings and the rotor windings without using the same magnetic circuit. For this reason, the
mutual inductance between the d-axis stator winding and the d-axis damper winding will be equal to the mutual inductance
between the d-axis stator winding and the main field winding. By referring the rotor parameters to the stator frame, authors
. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the work organization.
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in [10,11] have used an equivalent circuit which includes the stator and the rotor windings in the same magnetic circuit. This
method is more general than the first one, but the determination of the reduction coefficients used to refer the rotor winding
to the stator frame depends on the design information of the machine [10,12]. The author in [10] has used a simple correc-
tion factor; the author in [13] has used the finite element model to compute these coefficients.

Present work has been carried out in five sections. After the introduction given in Section 1, the modeling of the ma-
chine is presented in Section 2. From the classical machine equations, the mathematical model is found in the (d,q) natural
reference frames. The fluxes partition is used to find an equivalent circuit where the machine parameters are referred to
the (d,q) stator reference frame. The main field winding, the d-axis damper winding, and the q-axis damper winding are
referred to the stator frame. To do this, three reduction factors are used: kf, kD, kQ. The machine model presented in the
stator reference frame proves that the values of kD and kq do not affect the terminal behavior of the machine. In Section 3,
we have determined the relationships between the machine parameters in the natural reference frames and those used in
the stator reference frame. The relationships between the parameters usually given by the manufacturer and those used in
modeling are also given. Without any input from design information, two methods are proposed to compute the reduction
factor of the main field winding (kf). These methods are compared with those found in the literatures. In Section 4, an
experimental test bench is presented. From the parameters given by the manufacturer and by making a short-circuit test,
the machine parameters are determined. The implementation under Matlab/Simulink is provided by using the concept of
state equations. In Section 5, a comparison between practical tests and the corresponding numerical results is done. A sud-
den short-circuit test and a sudden open-circuit test are done. The both tests are used to identify the synchronous ma-
chine, but the first one is very interesting to excite the damper windings. A discussion on the sources of the
encountered discrepancies and interpretation of the modeling improvement are also presented. Fig. 1 resumes the work
organization in this paper.

2. Synchronous machine modeling

For synchronous machine studies, the two axis equivalent circuits with two or three damping windings are usually as-
sumed at the proper structures [14]. In this paper, and using Park transformation, the synchronous machine is supposed
to be modeled with one damper winding for the d-axis and a one damper winding for the q-axis.

2.1. Voltage and flux equations in the natural reference frames

In developing the basic equations of a synchronous machine, the following assumptions are made:

� The stator windings are symmetrical and have a perfect sinusoidal distribution along the air gap.
� The permeance of the magnetic paths on the rotor is independent of the rotor positions.
� Saturation and hysteresis effects are inexistent.

Fig. 2 shows a representation of a synchronous machine. By adopting generator convention for the stator windings, volt-
age equations can be written as follows:
Vabc ¼ �rsIabc þ
d
dt

Uabc v f ¼ rf if þ
d
dt

uf

0 ¼ rDiD þ
d
dt

uD 0 ¼ rQ iQ þ
d
dt

uQ ð1Þ



Fig. 2. Wound rotor synchronous machine with dampers.
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where:

� iD, iQ: direct and transverse dampers currents.
� uD,uQ: direct and transverse dampers total flux.
� Uabc: stator total flux, uf: main field total flux.
� rs: stator resistance, rf: main field resistance, rD and rQ: dampers resistances.
� Vabc, Iabc: output voltages and armature currents, respectively.
� vf, if: main field excitation voltage and main field current, respectively.

2.2. Voltage and flux equation in the dq frame

By using Park’s transformation defined by Eq. (2) according to the machine’s electrical angle he, stator quantities will be
projected on the rotating d-axis and q-axis. The rotor windings are not subject to any transformation at all because they are
oriented in the d-axis and q-axis by assumption.
PðheÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2
pffiffiffi

3
p

cosðheÞ cos he � 2p
3

� �
cos he þ 2p

3

� �
� sinðheÞ � sin he � 2p

3

� �
� sin he þ 2p

3

� �" #
ð2Þ
By applying the transformation matrix such as: vdq = P(he)Vabc and udq = P(he)uabc, the voltage and flux linkage equations are
given by [9]:
Flux linkage equations : Voltage equations :

ud ¼ �Ldid þmsf if þmsDiD vd ¼ �rsid �xeuq þ
dud
dt

uq ¼ �Lqiq þmsQ iQ vq ¼ �rsiq þxeud þ
duq

dt

uf ¼ Lf if þmfDiD �msf id v f ¼ rf if þ
duf

dt

uD ¼ LDiD þmfDif �msDid 0 ¼ rDiD þ duD
dt

uQ ¼ LQ iQ �msQ iq 0 ¼ rQ iQ þ
duQ

dt

ð3Þ
where:

� LD, LQ: inductances of the direct and quadrature damper windings.
� Lf: inductance of the main field winding.
� Ld, Lq: inductances of the d-axis stator winding and q-axis stator winding.
� msf: mutual inductance between the field winding and the d-axis stator winding.
� msD: mutual inductance between the d-axis stator winding and the d-axis damper winding.
� msQ: mutual inductance between the q-axis stator winding and the q-axis damper winding.
� mfD: mutual inductance between the field winding and the d-axis damper winding.
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2.3. Machine modeling in the stator reference frame

On the one hand, the simulation of the machine model presented by Eq. (3) requires the determination of the machine
parameters in the natural reference frames: msD,msf,mfD,LD, . . .. On the other hand, the manufacturer or practical tests do
not determine directly the above parameters [15,16]. They determine reactances and time constants of the machine such
as the direct axis transient reactance and the direct axis subtransient reactance. . .. The relationship between the quantities
given by the manufacturer and the required parameters in Eq. (3) is determined by using an equivalent circuit of the machine
[17]. By referring the rotor quantities to the stator side, the equivalent circuit will be found.
2.3.1. Voltage and flux equations referred to the stator frame
To refer the rotor parameters to the stator side, kf is defined as the reduction factor between the main field winding and

the d-axis stator winding, kD the reduction factor between the d-axis damper winding and the d-axis stator winding, the
reduction factor between the kQ q-axis damper winding and the q-axis stator winding: eif ¼

if
kf
; eiD ¼ iD

kD
; eiQ ¼ iQ

kQ
; fuf ¼ kf uf ;fuD ¼ kDuD; guQ ¼ kQuQ ; fv f ¼ kf v f ;

eif ;
eiD and eiQ are the referred currents to the stator side. By using these coefficients

(kf,kD,kQ), Eq. (3) is rewritten by referring all variables to the stator frame:
Flux linkage equations : Voltage equations :

ud ¼ �Ldid þmsf kf
eif þmsDkD

eiD vd ¼ �rsid �xeuq þ
dud
dt

uq ¼ �Lqiq þmsQ kQ
eiQ vq ¼ �rsiq þxeud þ

duq

dtfuf =kf ¼ Lf kf
eif þmfDkD

eiD �msf id
ev f

kf
¼ rf kf

eif þ 1
kf

d euf

dt or fv f ¼ erf
eif þ

d euf

dt

fuD=kD ¼ LDkD
eiD þmfDkf

eif �msDiD 0 ¼frD
eiD þ dfuD

dtguQ =kQ ¼ LQ kQ
eiQ �msQ iq 0 ¼ frQ

eiQ þ
dfuQ

dt

where : rf ¼
erf

k2
f

rD ¼ erD

k2
D

rQ ¼
erQ

k2
Q

ð4Þ
2.3.2. Determination of the equivalent circuit in the stator frame
Fig. 3 clearly shows the interaction between the stator fluxes and the rotor fluxes. This figure serves to find the electrical

circuit of the machine. We have assumed that any winding is not influenced by the leakage flux of another winding [13,18].
For example, the main field winding is not influenced by the leakage flux ursd and gurD . In this figure, all variables are referred
to the stator.

� d-axis:
gurD : the direct damper leakage flux referred to the stator.gurf : the main field leakage flux referred to the stator.
ursd: the leakage flux of the d-axis stator winding.
uad: the direct main flux.

� q-axis:
gurQ : the transverse damper leakage flux referred to the stator.
ursq: the q-axis stator winding leakage flux.
uaq: the transverse main flux.
Fig. 3. Interaction between rotor fluxes and stator fluxes.
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From Fig. 3, fluxes repartition can be described by Eq. (5):
ud ¼ uad þursd ¼ Lad �id þ eiD þ eif

� �
� Lrsdid

uq ¼ uaq þursq ¼ Laq �iq þ eiQ

� �
� Lrsqiq

fuf ¼ uad þgurf ¼ Lad �id þ eiD þ eif

� �
þ fLrf

eif

fuD ¼ uad þ gurD ¼ Lad �id þ eiD þ eif

� �
þ eLrD

eiD

guQ ¼ uad þ gurQ ¼ Lad �iq þ eiQ

� �
þ eLrQ

eiQ

ð5Þ
where:

� Lrsd and Lrsq are direct and transverse stator leakage inductances.
� fLrf is the main field leakage inductance referred to the stator.
� Lad and Laq are direct and transverse stator main inductances.
�gLrD and gLrQ are dampers leakage inductances referred to the stator.

By using the machine voltage equations (Eq. (4)) and the flux linkage equations (Eq. (5)), the electrical circuit of the ma-
chine can be deduced as follows:

The above equivalent circuit can be used to simulate the synchronous machine behavior. From Figs. 4 and 5, it is possible
to simulate the machine behavior and measure the terminal voltage and the terminal current without using the reduction
factors kD and kQ. kf is used to compute the referred voltage fv f from the real voltage vf.
3. Relationships between the machine parameters

3.1. Determination of the machine parameters in the natural frames

The first machine model is presented in the natural frames; the second one is developed in the stator reference frame. By
comparing Eq. (4) with Eq. (5), the machine parameters in the natural frames can be deduced as follows:
Ld ¼ Lad þ Lrsd Lq ¼ Laq þ Lrsq

msQ ¼
Laq

kQ
msf ¼

Lad

kf
msD ¼

Lad

kD
mfD ¼

Lad

kf kD

Lf ¼
Lad

k2
f

þ
fLrf

k2
f

LD ¼
Lad

k2
D

þ
eLrD

k2
D

LQ ¼
Lad

k2
Q

þ
eLrQ

k2
Q

rf ¼
erf

k2
f

rD ¼
frD

k2
D

rQ ¼
frQ

k2
Q

ð6Þ
As shown in Eq. (6), the determination of the machine parameters in the natural reference frame requires the determination
of the electrical circuit parameters (see Fig. 3) such as fLrf ;gLrD ;gLrQ ;frD . . . These parameters will be computed from the quan-
tities given by the manufacturer or by identification tests.

Table 1 shows some reactances and time constants of a synchronous machine. These parameters are given by the man-
ufacturer or by identification tests [9].

According to the IEEE and IEC standards [15], the relationship between parameters given in Table 1 and those given in
Fig. 4 can be written as follows:
Fig. 4. Electrical circuit by referring the rotor quantities to the stator side.



Table 1
Machine parameters given by the manufacturer.

Reactances and time constants

Xd Direct axis synchronous reactance unsaturated
Xq Quadrature axis synchronous reactance unsaturated
_Tdo Direct axis open-circuit time constant
_Xd Direct axis transient reactance saturated
_Td Short-circuit transient time constant
€Xd Direct axis subtransient reactance saturated
€Td Direct axis subtransient time constant
€Xq Quadrature axis subtransient reactance saturated
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� X = Lxe

� Xd ¼ Xrsd þ Xad
_Xd ¼ Xrsd þ

Xad
fXrf

XadþfXrf

€Xd ¼ Xrsd þ
fXrD
fXrffXrDþfXrf

� Xq ¼ Xrsq þ Xaq
€Xq ¼ Xrsq þ

fXrq XaqfXrDþXaq

� _Tdo ¼
XadþfXrf

xeerf

_Td ¼ 1
xeerf

gXrf þ XadXrsd
XadþXrsd

� �
� €Tdo ¼ 1

xe erD

gXrD þ
Xad
fXrf

XadþfXrf

� �
€Td ¼ 1

xe erD

eXrD þ
Xrsd
fXrf

XrsdþfXrf

� �
� €Tqo ¼ XaqþfXrQ

xe erQ

€Tq ¼ 1
xe erQ

gXrQ þ XaqXrsq

XaqþXrsq

� �
By using the above equations, Table 2 shows the relationship between the parameters presented in Table 1 and those de-

fined in the electrical circuit of the machine [9].
By using the relationships presented in Table 2 and Eq. (2) it will be possible to determine the machine parameters in the

natural reference frame. So, the simulation of the model presented by Eq. (3) will be also possible.
As shown in Table 2, the computing of the field winding resistance erf

� �
, requires the determination of the reduction factor kf.

3.2. Determination of the reduction factors

3.2.1. Reduction factor of the excitation winding: kf

The magnetomotrice force (MMF) created by the stator windings has two components: Fd and Fq. In the d-axis, Fd is cre-
ated by the current id. The second component Fq is created by the current iq. The MMF created by the main field winding is
only in the d-axis. The reduction factor kf is determined by computing the main excitation current iexcd that generates the
same MMF Fd. In this case:
kf ¼
iexcd

id
ð7Þ
The used Park transformation keeps the invariance principle of powers. So, the current id presented in Eq. (7) is the measured
one in the Park frame. Some methods will be proposed to compute the reduction factor kf.

1. In [10] the author determines kf by the following equation:
kf ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

2
ffiffiffi
2
p Na

pNr
ka ð8Þ
Table 2
Relationships between the manufacturer quantities and the equivalent
circuit parameters.

_Tdo
_Td
¼ Xd

_Xd

€Tdo
€Td
¼ _Xd

€Xd

€Tqo
_Tq
¼ Xq

€Xq

Xad ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
_Tdoxe erf ðXd � _XdÞ

q
Xaq ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifrQ Xqxe
€Tqo � €Tq

� �r
Xrsd = Xd � Xad eXrf ¼ _Tdoxe erf � Xad

frD ¼ 1
xe

€Tdo

eXrD þ
Xad
fXrffXrf þXad

� � gXrD ¼
€Xd�Xrsdð ÞfXrffXrf þXrsd�€Xd

Xrsq = Xq � Xaq gXrQ ¼ frQ xe
€Tqo � Xaq
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� Na: number of turns in series in one phase stator winding.
� Nr: number of turns in one pole of the main field windings.
� p: number of pole pairs.
� ka: a corrector factor.

2. kf can be determined by using a finite element model [13]. The author has shown the influence of the excitation current
and saturation on kf value.

3. In [12] kf is determined by using the following equation:
kf ¼
ffiffiffi
6
p

p
Na

pNr
kbkc ð9Þ
� kb: a constant which takes into account the winding factor for the fundamental harmonic of the MMF (kb � 0.9).
� kc: This factor is called the coefficient of the longitudinal reaction. It depends on the geometrical data of the machine

poles.
By comparison of Eqs. (8) and (9): ka ¼ 4

p kbkc.
The first method supposes that the MMF of the stator windings and the MMF of the main field winding are sinusoidal. The
second method takes into consideration the harmonics. The factor kc depends on the geometrical data of the machine. kf is
computed from knowledge of the numbers of stator and rotor turns, their distribution and their pitch. This information is not
always given by the manufacturer. For this reason, the machine modeling presented in Section 2 will be used to determine
the reduction factor kf:

(1) From Fig. 3, the excitation winding is not changed but the excitation current becomes eif . The mutual inductance
between the main field winding and the d-axis stator winding is Lad. In the natural reference frame, the mutual induc-
tance between the main field winding and the d-axis stator winding is msf. So, the constant kf is equal to: Lad

msf
. Mathe-

matically, this result can be proved by using Eq. (6). In most cases, Lrsd� Lad and fLrf � Lad. So, Ld � Lad and the
following equation can be deduced:
msf ¼ Lad
kf

Lf ¼ Lad

k2
f
þ
fLrf

k2
f

8><>:
9>=>;! kf ¼

Lad

msf
� Ld

msf
or kf �

msf

Lf
ð10Þ
(2) In the steady state of a short-circuit test (vd = vq = 0V), the stator voltage equations are:
vd ¼ 0 ¼ �rsid þ Lqxeiq

vq ¼ 0 ¼ �rsiq � Ldxeid þmsf xeif
ð11Þ
As known (ldxeid� rsiq), the following equation can be deduced:
0 ¼ �Ldxeid þmsf xeif

+
if

id
¼ Ld

msf

ð12Þ
By using Eqs. (10) and (11), the reduction factor kf can be determined as follows:
kf �
if

id
� ifffiffiffi

3
p

iaeff

ð13Þ
The above result explains the definition given at the beginning of this subsection. It also shows the influence of the leakage
fluxes. As shown in Eq. (13), the reduction factor of the excitation field winding can be obtained directly from the steady
state short-circuit test (short-circuit armature current versus the main field winding current) and without any input from
design information.
3.2.2. Reduction factors of the dampers: kD and kQ

From Table 2, it is shown that the dampers parameters are computed without the using of kD and kQ. From the equivalent
circuit of the machine (see Fig. 4) and the mathematical model presented by Eq. (4), it is noticed that is possible to simulate
the machine behavior without the using of the reduction factors of the dampers. These factors are essentially used to mea-
sure the real values of the currents iD and iQ iD ¼ kD

eiD ; iQ ¼ kQ
eiQ

� �
. In [13], the author has used the finite element method to

determine these factors.
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4. Simulation and practical tests

4.1. Experimental test bench presentation

The machine used in this paper is a 75 kV A salient-pole synchronous machine with damper windings. The standard
quantities given by the manufacturer (Leroy-Somer Motors) are presented in Table 3. These quantities have been checked
by using identification tests [15].

As shown in Fig. 5, the experimental bench is composed by three machines coupled on the same shaft. The test machine is
the main synchronous machine. This machine is excited by a diode bridge rectifier connected to the rotating three-phase of
an excitation machine. The last one is a synchronous machine which has stationary field coils and a rotating armature. The
prime mover is a synchronous motor connected to the main electrical grid.
4.2. Identification of the reductions factors: kf, kD, kQ

The methods listed in Section 3.2 are used: (1) classical tests are used to measure msf and Lf: msf = 193.9 mH and
Lf = 2.28 H. From Eq. (10), the obtained value of kf is 0.085; (2) Fig. 6a shows the short-circuit characteristic (short-circuit
armature current versus the main field winding current). Fig. 6b illustrates the different values of kf. These values are com-
puted by using Eq. (13) and the short-circuit test. The obtained mean value of kf is 0.088. By using the obtained value for kf

(0.088), one can compute the constant of the machine: kc = 0.7. From [12], this factor depends on the number of pole pairs
and the geometrical data of pole windings.
Table 3
Synchronous machine parameters and nominal values.

Machine parameters (LSA432L7): 75 kVA

Xd (X) Xq (X) _Xd ðXÞ €Xd ðXÞ €Xq ðXÞ _Tdo ðmsÞ _Td ðmsÞ
5.4 2.98 0.218 0.1 0.206 1200 50

_Td ðmsÞ rf (X) rs (X) Na Nr p

5 1.95 0.135 40 125 2

Nominal values of the test machine

Power Sn 75 kVA Frequency fn 50 Hz
Voltage Un 400 V Speed nn 1500 tr/min
Current In 108 A Power factor cos (u) 0.8

Fig. 5. Global experimental test bench.
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In the present work, we have supposed that kD = 66 and kQ = 73. These values are identified in [13] for the synchronous
machine (LSA37M6) which has the same technology of the present machine LSA432L7.

4.3. Determination of the machine parameters

By using the obtained value of kf, the quantities given by the manufacturer (see Table 3) and the relationships given in
Table 2, the machine parameters referred to the stator frame can be deduced as shown in Table 4.

kD and kQ are used to determine the machine parameters in the natural reference frames. From Eq. (6) the parameters
deduced are shown in Table 5.

4.4. Synchronous machine modeling by state equations

In this paper, we have presented two models for a synchronous machine. The first one is presented in the natural refer-
ence frames by Eq. (3). This model is rewritten by Eq. (14). The second model is presented by an electrical circuit (see Fig. 4).
This circuit contains more information about the structure of the machine (the direct and transverse main inductances, leak-
age inductances, etc.). By using this model, the influence of any parameter can be easily analyzed.

The software used to simulate the synchronous machine model is Matlab/Simulink. We have simulated the state equa-
tions which describe the electrical circuit behavior (Eq. (15)).

The first model (obtained from Eq. (3)):
Table 4
Parame

Lad (

17.0

Table 5
Machin

Ld (m

17.2
rD (m
Vd ¼ �rsid þ Lqxeiq �msQxeiQ � Ld
did

dt
þmsf

dif

dt
þmsD

diD

dt

Vq ¼ �rsiq � Ldxeid þmsf xeif �msDxeiD � Lq
diq

dt
þmsQ

diQ

dt

Vf ¼ rf if þ Lf
dif

dt
�msf

did

dt
þmfD

diD

dt

0 ¼ rDiD þ LD
diD

dt
þmfD

dif

dt
�msD

did

dt

0 ¼ rQ iQ þ LQ
diQ

dt
�msQ

diq

dt

ð14Þ
The second model (obtained from Eq. (4)):
ters of the equivalent circuit in the stator reference frame.

mH) Laq (mH) Lrsd (mH) Lrsq (mH) gLrf ðmHÞ eLrD ðmHÞ eLrQ ðmHÞ frD ðXÞ frQ ðXÞ erf ðXÞ

7 9.15 0.123 0.334 0.59 0.292 0.334 0.596 1.014 14.71

e parameters in the natural reference frames.

H) Lq (mH) LD (mH) LQ (mH) Lf (mH) Msf (mH) MsD (mH) MsQ (mH) MfD (mH) rf (mX)

9.5 0.0039 0.0018 2280 193.9 0.256 0.125 2.9 1950
X) = 0.018 rQ (mX) = 0.025
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Vd ¼ �rsid þ ðLaq þ LrsqÞxeiq � Laqxe
eiQ � ðLad þ LrsdÞ

did

dt
þ Lad

deif

dt
þ Lad

d eiD

dt

Vq ¼ �rsid � ðLad þ LrsdÞxeid þ Ladxe
eif þ Ladxe

eiD � ðLaq þ LrsqÞ
diq

dt
þ Laq

d eiQ

dtfVf ¼ erf
eif þ Lad þ fLrf

� �deif

dt
� Lad

did

dt
þ Lad

d eiD

dt

0 ¼ frD
eiD þ Lad þgLrD

� � d eiD

dt
þ Lad

deif

dt
� Lad

did

dt

0 ¼ frQ
eiQ þ Laq þgLrQ

� � d eiQ

dt
� Laq

diq

dt

ð15Þ
The simulation of the machine model developed in the natural reference frames (given by Eq. (14)) and the model in the
stator frame (given by Eq. (15)) gives the same results. Therefore, we have chosen to present the implementation and sim-
ulation of the second model (Eq. (15)).

4.5. Implementation of the model under Matlab/Simulink

From Eq. (15):
vd

vqfv f

0
0

26666664

37777775 ¼ Z

id

iqeifeiDeiQ

266666664

377777775þ T
d
dt

id

iqeifeiDeiQ

266666664

377777775 ð16Þ

Z ¼

�rs Lqxe 0 0 �Laqxe

�Ldxe �rs Ladxe Ladxe 0
0 0 erf 0 0
0 0 0 frD 0
0 0 0 0 frQ

26666664

37777775 T ¼

�Ld 0 Lad Lad 0
0 �Lq 0 0 Laq

�Lad 0 eLf Lad 0

�Lad 0 Lad
fLD 0

0 �Laq 0 0 fLQ

266666664

377777775

where:
Ld ¼ Lad þ Lrsd; eLf ¼ Lad þ fLrf ; fLQ ¼ Laq þgLrQ ; Lq ¼ Laq þ Lrsq; fLD ¼ Lad þfLD ¼ Lad þgLrD :
To simulate the machine model presented by Eq. (16), the concept of state equations under Matlab has been used.
Generator

Fig. 7. Synchronous generator with infinite outside load.

Generator Model

Fig. 8. Representation of the model under Matlab/Simulink.
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_X ¼ AX þ BU A ¼ �T�1Z

Y ¼ X B ¼ T�1
ð17Þ
In the modeling of the machine, a star-connected infinite resistance rexc (104 X) is putted (see Fig. 7). This allows to generate
three-phase voltage and then create terminal A, B, and C on which a three-phase load can be connected. Fig. 8 describes the
implementation of this model under Matlab. The particularity of this model that it does not depend on the load; the terminal
voltages are measured by using the resistance rexc. The inputs are: vf, vd, vq and the outputs are: ia, ib, ic, if, iD, iQ.
5. Discussion of results

5.1. Sudden short-circuit

Sudden short-circuit is the sudden application of a three-phase short-circuit across the machine. It represents a high load
impact then it is a very useful test to excite the damper windings and measure the subtransient reactances and time con-

stants €Xd; €Td . . .
� �

[15].

Fig. 9 shows the phase to phase output voltage obtained by a practical test and by simulation. The short-circuit is done at
53% voltage. Before the sudden short-circuit, the main field winding current obtained by simulation is equal to the measured
one. The output voltages obtained by simulation and experimentation have approximately the same waveform (see Fig. 9).
The little difference is due to the neglected effects such as the saturation, hysteresis, and harmonics of the main field MMF.

The behavior of a synchronous machine in the sudden short-circuit essentially depends on the subtransient reactance €Xd,
the transient reactance _Xd, the synchronous reactance and also the subtransient time constant €Td and the transient time con-
stant _Td. By assuming that the magnetizing current is constant during the short-circuit, the armature current flowing during
the short-circuit can be approximated as follows [9]:
ia ¼
Vm

X þ d
þ Vm

_Xd

� Vm

Xd

� �
� e
�t
_Td þ Vm

€Xd

� Vm

_Xd

� �
� e
�t
€Td

	 

cosðxt þuÞ ð18Þ
where ia is the instantaneous value of current in phase a, Vm is the peak value of the open-circuit voltage prior to the appli-
cation of the short-circuit, x is the electrical angular speed of the machine and u is the phase between the axis of phase a and
the direct axis at the instant of short-circuit. Fig. 10 shows the simulated and measured stator a-phase current. Fig. 11 shows
the simulated and measured main field winding current. From these figures, the machine state before and after the sudden
short-circuit is well presented.

Before the short-circuit test, the magnetic state of the machine is determined by the main field winding current because
the armature reaction is null. This magnetic state of the machine can be shown by the currents in the main inductances Lad

and Laq (see the equivalent circuit Fig. 4). The magnetic state cannot change suddenly. For this reason, at the moment of the
short-circuit the main field winding current increases rapidly to compensate the armature reaction which is created by the
armature currents.
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As shown in Eq. (18), the maximum value reached by the armature currents essentially depends on the peak value of the
open-circuit voltage prior to the application of the short-circuit and also to the subtransient reactance €Xd and the transient
reactance _Xd. For this reason, the calculated and the measured armature current reach 800 A.

As shown in Figs. 10 and 11, in subtransient state, the amplitude of the real armature current decreases more rapidly than
the simulated current. The subtransient time constant is defined too long. In transient state, the amplitude of the simulated
armature current decreases more rapidly than the real current. The transient time constant is defined too short. This result is
well presented in Fig. 11. The convergence between the calculated current and the real current is well shown in steady state.

The discrepancies between simulation and practical results lead to the hypothesis and assumptions that are taken in this
paper. Saturation effect and the non-linear nature of the iron portions of the magnetic field circuit are neglected. The quan-
tities given by the manufacturer or measured by using short-circuit test depends on the magnetic state of the machine before
the short-circuit test [19]. Before the short-circuit test, the magnetic state of the machine is determined by the main field
winding current. In steady state, the magnetic state of the machine becomes too low because of the armature reaction. Dur-
ing the variation of the magnetic state, hysteresis phenomenon is neglected by using a linear model.

The subtransient state depends on the dampers modeling. The representation of the damper behavior by one single
inductance is a source of important errors [10]. A third order model which has three damper windings for each axis is
the most complex usually employed [17]. It is stated by [20] that it will never be possible to describe the complex behavior
of a synchronous machine by a simple lumped parameter network, the number of ‘‘virtual” damper windings is chosen
accordingly to the required complexity.
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The transient state essentially depends on the transient reactance and the transient time constant. Canay inductances are
very used to improve the transient state [11], the number of added elements depends on the construction and the type of
machine [10].
5.2. Sudden open-circuit

The synchronous machine is short-circuited; suddenly an open-circuit is made. This test is usually used to measure the
time constant _Tdo

� �
and the main field inductance. Fig. 12 shows the model and the real phase to phase output voltage and

Fig. 13 shows the model and the real main field winding current before and after the sudden open-circuit. As shown in this
figure, there is a very good agreement with practical results. The real main field winding current and the calculated current
have very similar shape. The difference in the value of the current peak comes from the damper modeling. The convergence
between the real field winding current and the calculated current is well shown in transient state and steady state. In sub-
transient state, there is no effect of the armature currents. In transient state, the influence of the damper currents is too low
because the armature currents are null. For this reason, by neglecting the influence of the damper windings, this test is usu-
ally used to measure the main field winding inductance.
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Table 6
Calculation of the model fitness.

BFT if ia Vab

Sudden short-circuit BFT = 70.3% BFT = 75.3%
Sudden open-circuit BFT = 94.1% BFT = 94.2%
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5.3. Measure of the model fitness

The fitness of the model can be measured by using the best fit percentage (BFT) [21,22] defined as follows:
BFT% ¼ 100 � 1� kye � yk2

ky� �yk2

� �

where:

y = (y1,y2, . . .,yN) is the measured output.
ye = (ye1,ye2, . . .,yeN) is the output of the model.

�y is the mean value of the measured output.
kye � yk2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN

i¼1

ðye � yÞ2
vuut and ky� �yk2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN

i¼1

y� �yð Þ2
vuut
where N is the number of samples used to calculate the BFT.
The tests done in this paper provide two outputs for each one. For the sudden short-circuit, the outputs are the main field

winding current (if) and the armature current (ia) (see Figs. 10 and 11). For the sudden open-circuit, the outputs are the main
field winding current (if) and the phase to phase output voltage (Vab) (see Figs. 12 and 13). Table 6 presents the BFT value for
each output.

The BFT is calculated during the subtransient and transient state of each test. In sudden short-circuit case, the steady state
is established after 0.3 s of doing the short-circuit. The used sampling interval is 2.5 ms. In sudden open-circuit, the steady
state is established after 3.5 s. The used sampling interval is 25 ms.

The results given in Table 6 highlight the discussion given in Sections 5.1 and 5.3. In addition of the above discussion, the
measuring instruments add some errors because of the limited bandwidth of these instruments.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents a complete procedure to determine a synchronous machine model by taking into account the exis-
tence of damper windings. The particularity of this work is the analysis of the equivalent circuit in the (d,q) natural reference
frames and in the (d,q) stator reference frame. Three methods are presented to compute the main field reduction factor. Two
other methods are proposed to compute this factor without any requirement of design information. This paper also proves
that a ‘bad choice’ of the reduction factors for the d-axis and q-axis damper windings does not affect the terminal behavior of
the machine. The implementation of the model using Matlab/Simulink is done by using an external high value resistance
which allows creating terminals on the model. Therefore, a sudden short-circuit test or a sudden open-circuit test can be
achieved without the modifying the proper structure of the model. By making a sudden open-circuit, a very good agreement
between simulation and practical results is noticed. With a sudden short-circuit, the dampers are excited and there are some
discrepancies between simulation and practical results. These discrepancies are essentially related to the hypothesis and
assumptions that are taken about the damper modeling, saturation and hysteresis phenomena.
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